SOME BIOMATERIALS USED IN MEDICAL PRACTICES- A REVIEW
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ABSTRACT: Biomaterials can be thought as the key ingredients in several implants such as those used for joints, sutures, bone plates, and medical devices such as blood tubes, artificial heart, pacemakers, etc. They function by replacing, restoring the injured or destroyed tissues or organs, and thereby help in providing better essence of life of the patients. A biomaterial which is used in making implants should contain some important desirable properties for long term usage in the body without being itself rejected. They are grouped in four different classes as Metals, Polymers, Ceramics, and Composites which can be used singly or in combination with each other to form most of the commercially available medical devices and implants. In this review we have summarized the importance of biocompatibility and the application of biocompatible materials in various fields of sciences and healthcare technologies.

INTRODUCTION: A biocompatible material also referred as biomaterial is a natural or synthetic material which can substitute a part of a living system or to function in close profound contact with living tissue. Biocompatible materials are designed to interface with biologically active systems for evaluating, treating, augmenting or replacing any tissue, organ or function of the body. According to Clemson Advisory Board for Biomaterials, a biomaterial is defined as “A systemically, pharmacologically inert substance designed for implantation within or incorporation with a living system”, a definition adopted at the sixth Annual International Biomaterials Symposium, April 1974 1. Later, another researcher Black defined biomaterial as “any pharmacologically inert material, viable or non-viable, natural product or man-made, that is a part of or is capable of interacting in a beneficial way with a living organism” 2. Williams has defined biomaterials as “Any non-living materials used in medical devices intended to interact with biological systems” 3. Researches in the scope of biomaterials are incorporative, combining several branches like materials science, chemistry, biology and medicine.

Human anatomy: While choosing biomaterials for making any medical device, the first thing which must be kept in mind is its acceptability by human body. Three factors determine the success rate of any biomaterial made medical devices or implants (i) Biomaterials chemical and biological properties, (ii) Implants biocompatibility, (iii) recipients health condition. Tissues are grouped in two classes- hard and soft tissues. Hard tissue example includes bone and tooth, skin, cartilage, blood vessels and...
ligaments. Higher elastic modulus and tensile strength are found in hard tissues than soft tissues. As metals and ceramics have higher elastic modulus and tensile strength, they are chosen for hard tissue applications and for soft tissue applications polymers are good choices. The primary motive behind using biomaterials is replacing injured tissues with the help of some through some pathological means.

Why Biomaterials are Important in Medical Devices:

- Biocompatibility is important because a medical device (or component materials) should be harmless with respect to patients. It should not be toxic or injurious and does not cause immunological response.

- Biocompatibility is important because entire biological systems can become non-functional due to systemic toxicity. The point where medical device is placed is at distant location from the region where there is a possibility of occurring systemic reaction. So, sometimes it is hard for a doctor to tell that a medical device can be the reason for a toxic reaction.

- The individual material inside a medical implant or device may be biocompatible but when they are combined with other materials making the medical device, they may interact with each other which can make the medical device incompatible for use in humans. So, there is a need of biocompatible testing of entire medical device.

- Extractable compounds and agents are used which may affect biocompatibility. For example, polymers are most widely used in medical devices and considered as biocompatible but when, plasticizer or other materials are added they may produce toxicity.

- For obtaining U.S. FDA’s approval, biocompatibility is considered an important criteria.

Biomaterial features:

- Carcinogenicity should be absent (cancer causing ability).

- Immunogenicity should be absent (recognition of an external factors should be absent which is capable of causing rejection).

- Teratogenicity should be absent (birth defects causing capability).

- Toxicity should be absent (incapable of promoting any inflammatory or toxic response).

- Complete metabolization of medical implant is necessary after performing its function in the body.

- High mechanical properties.

- High corrosion resistance.

Types of biomaterials:

Metallic biomaterials: Metallic biomaterials possess very good thermal and electrical
conductance. This is the reason for using them in medical devices. Due to the presence of independent electrons, they are very efficient in transferring thermal energy and electrical charge. Presence of binding forces due to movable electrons helps in holding cations with each other. The electrostatic attraction between the cations are strong which can be depicted from their compact arrangements of atoms. This results in high melting point and specific gravity. Metallic bonds have non-directional nature so, plastically deformable solids can be formed by changing metal ions places without disturbing its structure.

Some metals have superb mechanical properties and less susceptible to corrosion, hence show resistance. So, they are used for tissue replacement which includes total hip and knee joints. They are also used for healing fractures such as fixing bone plates and screws, fixing vertebral column and spinal cord, and in dental related problems. Devices such as catheter guide wires, vascular stents, dental braces and bridging wires, and cochlear implants uses metallic alloys. “Vanadium steel” was the first metallic alloy for manufacturing Sherman plates and screws for bone fracture. Most biocompatible material is Titanium as it possess very good strength and low density value.

**Polymeric biomaterials:**
Medical devices using biocompatible materials are widely classified as:  

1. **Synthetic polymers:**
   These encompasses water repelling materials like α-hydroxyacid [it is a family which consists of poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid, PLGA], polyanhydrides, and many others.

2. **Naturally occurring polymers:**
   This group encompasses complex sugars (hyaluronan, chitosan) and inorganics (hydroxyapatite).

Removable medical supplies, prosthesis, dental related problems, implants, devices used for blood purification such as haemodialysis, hemofiltration, drug delivery systems using polymers, products from tissue engineering, and bone related problems are some of the areas using synthetic polymeric materials. They can be easily manufactured in variety of shapes, processed, require less cost, easily available, these are some of the main advantage of polymeric biomaterials. Applications of polymeric biomaterials are:

**Polyvinylchloride (PVC)**- They are used for making bag containing blood and solutions, packaging used for surgical devices, blood purification devices, catheter.

**Polyethylene (PE)**-They are used for making bone related implants, bottles used in pharmaceutical industry, pouch, containers having flexibility.

**Polypropylene (PP)**- They are used for making syringes which can be disposed, membrane used for providing oxygen to blood and artificial vascular grafts.

**Polymethylmetacrylate (PMMA)**-They are used for making pumps used to pump blood and reservoirs, membrane used for blood purification, eye related implants,

**Polystyrene (PS)**- They are used for making filter devices and flasks used for tissue culture.

**Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)**-They are used for making Catheter and artificial vascular grafts.

**Polyurethane (PU) and Polyamide (nylon)**- They are used for making films used for packaging, sutures and molds.

**Polyethylenterephthalate (PET)**- They are used for making Implantable sutures and heart valve.

**Polyethersulfone (PES)**- catheters and Lumen tubings **Polyetherimide (PEI)**- skin staplers used in surgery, sterilization application Polycarbonates (PC)- transparent glassy medical instruments, and valves connectors Polyetheretherketone (PEEK)-dentistry applications and products

**Composite biomaterials:**
Composite materials consist of distinct phases. These phases are well separated on scale which is larger than atomic scale. They have altered elastic
modulus as compared to homogeneous materials. Ceramic materials include reinforced plastics fibreglass and bone. Some of the example of natural composites are bone, wood, dentin, cartilage, and skin (the composite should be biocompatible). There should not be any degradation of the constituents interface by the environments. Some applications of composites as biomaterials are:

(1) composites used for filling teeth,

(2) bone cement is made from reinforced methyl methacrylate and ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene, and

(3) orthopaedic implants which have porous surfaces. Swelling is caused by absorbing moisture. This property is used in dental applications. Healing can be promoted by flexible composites.

Ceramic biomaterials:
Injured parts of muscular systems and skeletal systems are repaired and replaced using ceramic biomaterials. Ceramics are inorganic and consist of many crystalline parts. They have the property of inertness, hard and brittle highly inert, hard and brittle. These compounds have high strength of compressibility, good electrical and thermal insulation properties. They also look good in appearance. Some examples of ceramic biomaterials are Alumina(A12O3), Zirconia (ZrO2) (bioinert), Bioglass (Na2OCaOP2O5-SiO), Hydroxyapatite (a bioactive material), Tricalcium Phosphate (biodegradable). Their applications include:

(1) femoral head
(2) bone screws and plates
(3) porous coatings for femoral stems
(4) porous spacers
(5) crowns and bridges in dentistry

Advantages:
1. Low cost
2. Good host tissue compatibility.
3. Biocompatible materials of plastic origin have given a more better way of enhanced patient care.
4. Effective and easy immobilisation of drug molecule, bio molecule or cells (eg. stents).
5. Effective medical solutions for larger population.
7. Patients compliance and safety.
8. Small coefficient of friction.
9. In-mechanical physical properties and composition can be varied possibly
10. Painless and simple processing and working
11. These can meet the demand of modern medical technologies

Disadvantages:
1. Particular monomer units, catalyst and additives can prove to be toxic after degeneration.
2. Accumulation of elements may occur in some cases.
3. Bio molecule and water absorption from surrounding may be problematic.
4. Difficult sterilization in few cases.
5. Poor strength.
6. Polymer degradation and erosion.
7. Metallic implantable devices and prosthesis may undergo metal corrosion.
8. Elastomeric properties may fail in some cases.
Application areas and practices:

Orthopedics:
Worldwide, doctors have received millions of cases of peoples suffering from problems related with bone and joint replacement and inflammation. This condition is predominantly found in those people who are in their 50’s in developed countries. Treatment of bone related diseases is mostly possible with surgery which includes total joint replacement. So, biomaterials compatible with bones are used as constituents for making implants which can then be implanted in the required places to perform certain biological functions.

In total hip replacement:  this is one of the major procurement of 20th century in orthopedic surgery. The upper femur bone and pelvis areas collectively are redesigned and replaced with metallic polymer implants having cobalt alloys and ceramic inserts.

FIG.2: PROSTHESIS FOR TOTAL HIP REPLACEMENT COMPOSED OF METALLIC AND CERAMIC BIOMATERIAL

In total knee implants:  the lower femur, tibia and the knee cap i.e. patella are substituted with metallic and polymeric compounds, whereas the ligaments are left unchanged.

Cardiology:
Cardiovascular related diseases damages the heart which leads to loss of heart functions. With the help of medicines, symptoms can be alleviated but it would be more promising to if root cause can be found and treated for best results. Other than heart transplant, surgeons are using wide varieties of methods for treatment of various heart areas such as the septal wall for ventricles and valves.

Bio-prosthetic valves:
Titanium or carbon based mechanical valves are used. They have long lasting property i.e. upto 25 years and are considered string than biological valves. Mechanical valves implanted patients a should take proper medicine as described by doctors.(e.g., Coumadin®; Bristol-Myers Squibb). See Fig. 4 below.

FIG.3: TOTAL KNEE REPLACEMENT, SUBSTITUTING LOWER FEMUR, UPPER TIBIA AND PATELLA

FIG.4: BIO-PROSTHETIC VALVE
Injectable biomaterials: Injectable biomaterials are being widely used for treating myocardial infraction. They are made up of hydrogels which consists of alginate, fibrin, chitosan, collagen or matrix gel and self-assembled peptides generally in the form of nanofiber. They are being widely used due to their biocompatibility, capability of providing beneficial chemical environment. They are delivered noninvasively.

Stent implants: The stent is a very small mesh of metals which is raised on a dilated balloon and subsequently introduced into the dilated arterial site.

In cardiac pacemaker: silicone rubber, titanium and epoxy resins along with some ceramic bio compatible materials are used for shielding covering and encapsulation of the implant. 11

Dental implants:
Peoples are using osseo-integrated titanium screw implants and this is considered to be the most widely used artificial implants. 12 Among all dental implants, Titanium based implants are increasingly used. Some ceramic implants are also used. Various hydroxyl-apatite or tri-phosphorous complexes, integrated dental implants are also made.

Ocular lenses:
Contact lenses are the 2nd most commonly used means for treatment of ocular defects 13. They also have an application in cosmetics, as well as, they are used for eye protection and healing of corneal lesions 14. Thus there are PMMA based rigid lenses, soft lenses made of gel like plastic biomaterials and rigid gas permeable(RGP) lenses, constituted of hydrophobic plastic polymeric materials, used in treatment of presbyopia and severe astigmatism. ‘Breathing lenses’ 15 a terminology for silicon hydrogel soft lenses, is the best known developments in the field of contact lenses.

Intraocular lenses:
Cataract is a disease related with eye which leads to partial or complete loss of transparency of the eye or of ots capsule. The most effective treatment for this disease is surgery which involves lens removal followed by artificial lens replacement. Artificial lens equipped intra-ocular lens is capable of curing cataract and help in retaining the normal eye function.

Artificial cornea:
An artificial cornea, Alphacor, composed of biocompatible hydrogel. It has a centre zone which is transparent with peripheral refractive properties. It has a stimulant property which restores eye onto the foreign body.
Drug delivery systems:
Various polymers and hydrogels have been used as constituents. Hydrogels have very good rate controlling drug release kinetics. In scaffolds, drugs are incorporated and are distributed entirely in the matrix made up of polymer or drugs can also form covalent bond with the matrix. Various other forms have also been developed that can provide variations in the quantities of drugs to be delivered. Example: Drugs loaded in ceramic biomaterial (figure below).

As tissue engineering matrices and systems:
Polymeric scaffolds.

Recent Advancements in Formulations:
Medical practitioners and researchers have used biomaterials in medical and health care sector from extremely long time. Over past several years researchers have made transitions from the use of metals to natural tissues and they have replaced mechanical valves from prosthetic valves. But the major drawback suffered by these materials is that they fail after 5-7 years of implantation. Now, researchers have proven that the performance and efficiency of these materials can be enhanced by altering and modifying their chemical and mechanical properties and nature.

Researchers at Rice University, have studied collagen fibres and about the mechanism of self-assembly of mimetic peptides into helices so that they can create sticky ends. The property of self-assembly enable them to assemble themselves in form of fibres or gels which can further be used for various beauty products and regenerative medicine. Researchers from the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and University of California-San Diego in collaboration with the U.S. Department of Energy, discovered resistance properties of the skin towards any damage. In a Berkeley Lab, they have hypothesized that this property can be used in improving characteristics of artificially made skin or can be used in making materials used in textile electronics.

Strong and resorbable biomaterials have been found useful for making implants. Two biodegradable polymers has been used to make surgical mesh by a Swedish company. This can be
used in tissue engineering to create a support vehicle for tissue for 6 to 9 months. One of the polymers is trimethylcarbonate (TMC) which have quick dissolving property and can effectively work for 2 months before getting degraded. Second polymer is a TMC NAD-lactide which has elasticity property and can give support for a period of 6 to 9 months. Their complete degradation period is 3 years. They have potential use in hernia disease, reconstruction of walls, and in breast surgery. At Qingdao University of Science and Technology in China, a bioresorbable cardiovascular stent was made from a terpolymer. This terpolymer is made from three different monomers i.e. lactide, TMC, and glycolide(PLAATMC-GA terpolymer).

CONCLUSION: Over many years, the use of biocompatible polymers has expanded considerably. Advanced and smart stimulus responsive (physical, chemical and biological stimuli) polymers are being developed and worked upon. Since, biocompatibility plays a significant role in evolution and growth of certain medical devices and implants, the full medical device for human body should be judged on the basis of its biocompatible behaviour. Here, understanding and grip of international standards is very vital for human application of these devices.
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